Graduate Dean's List

The requirements for inclusion on the Graduate Dean's List are quite rigorous; hence a student who achieves this award shows evidence of exceptional achievement.

For inclusion, an individual must:

• have completed at least 12 hours of graduate coursework at UAH during the last 12 months; and
• have maintained a GPA on graduate-level coursework at UAH of 3.85 overall; and
• have maintained 4.0 for the past 12 hours.

Courses that provide a satisfactory or ‘S’ grade are noncredit courses and are not eligible for inclusion when calculating the student’s GPA or credit hour requirements. The Graduate Dean's List is compiled by the Graduate School each spring prior to Honor's Day. Qualifying students who do not have a confidentiality request will be recognized on the Graduate School’s website.

1 Spring to fall semester of the previous year